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HOUSING — MACRO REALTY DEVELOPMENTS — MEMBER FOR PILBARA 
Motion 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [4.01 pm]: I move — 
That this house calls on the member for Pilbara to provide a full and thorough explanation of his 
dealings and interactions with Macro Realty and Veronica Macpherson both as a minister and the 
member for Pilbara. 

The opposition brings this motion before the house in order that the Minister for Housing—now the 
Leader of the National Party—can explain his actions both as a minister and the local member for Pilbara with 
the companies Macro Realty Pty Ltd and Macro Realty Developments, and their CEO and owner, 
Ms Veronica Macpherson. We bring this motion before the house because on two occasions—in this house on 
8 September 2016, and in the Legislative Council on 7 September 2016 in question without notice 865—the 
minister and member for Pilbara refused point-blank to answer questions about his involvement with 
Ms Macpherson. That was following Ms Macpherson’s claims of successfully lobbying the National Party and 
the minister’s government over the closure of the Kurra Village camp, thus securing the investments, as she put 
it, of the Macro companies and their involvement in the Newman Estate development in Newman. The Leader of 
the National Party has refused to answer questions asked in the Legislative Council about this matter, because he 
indicated that at the time any meetings were held, he was not a minister. On 8 September, when I asked 
a question without notice in this house, the minister and Leader of the National Party did his absolute utmost not 
to address the questions that I put to him. That is the reason we have brought this motion before the house today. 

I want to take the house through the issue that we are asking the minister to explain and the background to the 
matter before the house today. Currently, two investigations are on foot. The first is an investigation by the 
Consumer Protection Division of the Department of Commerce into Macro Realty Pty Ltd as an estate agent. 
The second is an investigation by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission into Macro Realty 
Developments as a property developer. 

The investigation into Macro Realty Pty Ltd by the Consumer Protection Division is over. It is alleged by 
Consumer Protection, and I quote — 

Between May 2015 and September 2015 Macro Realty Pty Ltd advertised properties for sale in the 
Newman Estate with a guarantee that each property could be leased for 12 months at a particular rate of 
rent. 

Consumer Protection has now applied an enforceable undertaking against that company. To continue the 
quote — 

The enforceable undertaking requires Macro Realty Pty Ltd to remove all advertising claiming 
properties will generate a particular rate of return and not make similar claims in the future. 

Mr Hillyard from Consumer Protection states — 

“To give a guarantee of a certain rate of rental income to a prospective buyer of a property, an agent 
must have reasonable grounds on which to make that prediction”, … 

Obviously, Consumer Protection, in looking at the current market in Newman, believes that claim cannot be 
justified and therefore has asked Macro Realty to desist from what it is doing. 

The federal investigation by ASIC into Macro Realty Developments alleges that up to $190 million in cash has 
been collected from both local and offshore investors on the promise of guaranteed returns of 16 per cent or 
more. Those are some of the claims that caused the state Department of Commerce to act as well. In August, the 
Federal Court of Australia ordered a freeze on the assets of Ms Macpherson and the companies associated with 
the scheme, after ASIC had successfully argued that preservation orders were needed to protect the interests of 
more than 1 000 investors who have pumped money into the scheme. Ms Macpherson has not filed any defence 
of the allegations as such. From my understanding, the matter is coming back to court in December of this year. 
Effectively, ASIC is alleging that Ms Macpherson and Macro Realty Developments have been running a Ponzi 
scheme—that is, the money that has been collected for the purposes of investment has been used to pay out other 
investors in the scheme to make it appear as though they are getting a return on their investment. Macro is 
simply collecting money from one set of investors and paying it out to other investors in what is allegedly 
a fraudulent scheme. 

That is the background to Macro Realty and Macro Realty Developments and the actions by ASIC and the state 
Department of Commerce. What we are putting to the house, and what we are putting to the member for Pilbara 
and Leader of the National Party, is that it needs to be explained why it appears to the normal person in the 
street, or the normal voter, that the minister and member for Pilbara appears to have gone beyond promoting 
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Pilbara Cities to the point at which he has been actively assisting an alleged fraudster in selling not only dubious 
investments but overpriced dubious investments. That is one issue. 

Mr B.J. Grylls: You can claim that, but you need to justify it. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I will come to that. I am going through the three things. 

Mr B.J. Grylls: Tell me what the claim is again so that I can write it down. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I have pointed out to the minister that he needs to respond to the fact that for the normal 
person in the street, looking at his behaviour as Leader of the National Party and member for Pilbara, he has 
gone beyond promoting a philosophy and an idea and a policy of Pilbara Cities to actively assisting an alleged 
fraudster who is selling not only dubious investments but overpriced dubious investments. Secondly, the minister 
and his party were willing to go to the point of breaking the alliance between the National Party and the 
Liberal Party in order to—as the Macro website claims—help support the value of investments in 
Newman Estate by the closure of the Kurra camp. Thirdly, it appears now that the minister allegedly gave advice 
and possible support to a visa scheme. 

Mr D.T. Redman interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member! 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I am not taking interjections. I am just going through these things one by one. If the member 
wants to say something, he can stand and say it. 
Those are the three issues, member for Pilbara, that I will go to. First there is Kurra camp. As people know, the 
Leader of the National Party and, indeed, the former Leader of the National Party, the member for Warren–
Blackwood, were very, very vocal about BHP’s request for an extension of the life of Kurra camp. There is no 
argument about that. They made their positions very clear in this house on numerous occasions. As I indicated, 
the former Leader of the National Party, probably with the support of the member for Pilbara, who had 
a significant interest because the camp was in his electorate, got to the point at which the government alliance 
could have broken down over this particular issue. That is how strongly the National Party felt about that issue. 
Kurra camp is on the way into the town of Newman. It is a fly in, fly out camp. The member for Pilbara painted 
a different picture in one of his descriptions, making it sound more like a prisoner-of-war camp than a fly in, fly 
out construction workers’ camp. 
Mr B.J. Grylls: I stand by that. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: I do not think there was a boom gate there, although there was certainly a fence around it. 
Mr B.J. Grylls interjected. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: I am not too sure whether the inhabitants of the camp would have classified themselves as 
prisoners of war, but sometimes they might have done! 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Through the Chair, member. Thank you. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: Their movements to and from the camp and the town were certainly not impeded as the 
member for Pilbara appears to have said. Nevertheless, BHP sought an extension and it was bitterly opposed by 
the National Party and certainly by the former Leader of the National Party and the member for Pilbara. In the 
debate in this house of 11 November 2015 the member for Pilbara pointed to the number of empty houses with 
BHP in the town. He pointed to the number of rentals available in the market in Newman at less than 
$500 a week and the fact that 85 houses were for sale. He also pointed out that it was cheaper to live in Newman 
than in Perth and the Peel region. I am not sure that the member for Pilbara should have said what I am about to 
quote, particularly in regard to mortgage holders up there. The member for Pilbara stated — 

That is good; that is what we set out to achieve. 
That was part of the argument about the supposed normalising of the market. It depends on what side of the 
market someone is on. I am not too sure whether mortgage holders would agree with the member for Pilbara. 
Nevertheless, the member for Pilbara and the then Leader of the National Party were insistent on closing Kurra 
camp. The argument was that that would push BHP into allocating houses, apartments — 
Mr D.T. Redman: Let me just clarify what you said then. I assume that you said that I was pushing to close the 
camps; is that what you were saying? I wrote to BHP and I put to it that I thought at the time I made the 
assessment that I was happy with a 600-bed camp, not closing the camp. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: I retract that. It was not about the closure of the camp, it was about downsizing it; the 
member for Warren–Blackwood is quite right. 
Mr D.T. Redman interjected. 
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Mr F.M. LOGAN: That is quite right. The member for Warren–Blackwood’s position was to downsize the 
camp from previous numbers to his proposal of 600 beds. Nevertheless, there was strong argument to reduce the 
size of the camp and the whole reason for that, as pointed out by the member for Warren–Blackwood, the 
member for Pilbara and other members of the National Party, was that it would support growth, investments and 
the whole concept of Pilbara Cities in Newman, and, as far as Macro Realty and Veronica Macpherson have 
said, it would underpin the investments of her investors. It was critical to that. Veronica Macpherson made that 
very clear on numerous occasions both in newsletters and also on her website. In putting propositions to her 
investors she was in fact happy to say that her and Macro Realty’s work in successfully lobbying for the closure 
of Kurra camp was one of the reasons they still had security over their investment in the Newman Estate 
development in Newman. The question an ordinary person would put to the member for Pilbara and the National 
Party is: is there a direct relationship between their actions regarding Kurra camp and the benefits that 
Macro Realty Developments saw for its own investors? The member for Pilbara did not say that is what he was 
doing, but the claim was made by Veronica Macpherson in her newsletters and on her website. She claimed the 
success that she and the company had had in lobbying the National Party to move, in her words, to close Kurra 
camp, which is what eventually happened. That is what underpinned the investments that had already been made 
by those 1 000-odd investors, many of whom invested in Newman Estate development. 
We ask the member for Pilbara what discussions he had with Veronica Macpherson over the pressure put on 
BHP on what was ultimately the closure of Kurra camp, but even, as the member for Warren–Blackwood said, 
the move to reduce its size. Clearly, Veronica Macpherson and Macro Realty Developments saw that in their 
interests. She saw it was going to be of financial benefit to that company. The minister and the member for 
Pilbara were arguing for a particular political outcome that could have gone to the point of splitting the alliance 
between the Liberal and National Parties—that is how hot it became—for the purposes of what was going to be 
a financial outcome for Macro Realty Developments. That is what has been publicly announced. This is an 
opportunity for the Leader of the National Party, the member for Pilbara, who has had most involvement in this 
issue to say what role he played, if any; what discussions he had; what commitments were made, if any; and 
what in his view drove Macro Realty and Veronica Macpherson to state the things they did to their investors by 
way of newsletters and the website that go to the points I have just made. That is Kurra camp. 
The second matter I refer to relates to questions about Kurra camp, directed to the member for Pilbara both as 
minister and Leader of the National Party, asked in this house and in the Legislative Council, which he has 
avoided answering. Here is an opportunity for the member to respond to those questions. The second point on 
Kurra camp goes to the member for Pilbara’s involvement in overpricing. He has asked what evidence we have 
to back that up. I point to two things that the member has already indicated to the house occurred and that he 
certainly does not deny. The first is the corporate video the member for Pilbara made, which members would be 
more than well aware of, showing him with Macpherson in the Aboriginal People’s room in Parliament House 
on August 2015, talking about how terrific Pilbara Cities was going to be and about the great things that were 
happening in the north west. The second is, of course—the member has accepted this and put it on the public 
record—the tours of duty he went on with investors. He has said that he spoke to two or three investment tours in 
the period 2013 to 2016. The Leader of the National Party was not only involved in a company that was pushing 
investments in the north west by way of appearing in its corporate videos, but also was accompanying investors 
on investment tours in the Pilbara. 
Public records show that last year, during the time in which he was doing that corporate video, 24 lots were 
transferred from the Newman Estate by Macro Realty Developments at prices that ranged from $400 000 to 
$425 000 per block. That was at a time when the prices it was getting for blocks were in line with the sale prices 
for the Newman Estate in 2013. The Leader of the National Party knows more than anyone else that between 
2013 and 2016 property prices in Newman were collapsing. I refer the member to an article in The Australian 
Financial Review on Port Hedland, which as the member would know, is closer to the coast and has higher 
valued property than Newman. The article dated 3 October this year states — 

Mr Rowles, who works for Rio Tinto … bought a three-bedroom home on a 1089-square-metre block 
for $205,000. 
… 
A … property … on Harper Street sold in August for $280,000. A decade ago it sold for $680,000. 
Nearby another property sold for $270,000 after its previous owners paid $920,000 in 2010. 

That shows the significant drop in the value of those properties in Port Hedland. Similar and possibly greater 
property price falls occurred in Newman for the reason I gave earlier, yet last year Macro Realty Developments 
were still selling blocks at $400 000 to $425 000, ably assisted by corporate videos and spruiks to investment 
tours by the member for Pilbara, the Leader of the National Party. I put to the member that there was clear 
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overpricing of those blocks. I remind the member once again of something the member stated in the debate on 
11 November 2015, on Kurra Village — 

As of today, 100 rentals are available to the market at less than $500 a week, and there are 85 houses for 
sale. It is now cheaper to live in Newman than in Perth and the Peel region. That is good; that is what 
we set out to achieve. We set out to normalise the market. 

I ask the member for Pilbara, is that what he told those investors? 
Mr B.J. Grylls: Absolutely; that is what I told them. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: The member told investors that all their investments have gone down the toilet. 
Mr B.J. Grylls: I told them what the market was. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: Is that right? At the same time transactions were taking place in Newman village at double 
the price of property in Port Hedland. In the meantime, he was doing a corporate video for that organisation. 
That is why I put to the member for Pilbara that is the argument and evidence about overpricing. I believe that he 
has a duty to this house and the general public of Western Australia to explain his role in that. 
I come to my third point, and that is the current involvement of Veronica Macpherson with the member for 
Pilbara in their latest proposal. This latest proposal may be new to Macro Reality—I do not think it is—but it is 
certainly not new to the member for Pilbara, and that is visa investment concepts. After the connections between 
Ms Veronica Macpherson and the member for Pilbara were talked about in this house, I asked questions about 
the communication that occurred between the member for Pilbara and Ms Veronica Macpherson. Members may 
remember that the member for Pilbara indicated that he had spoken to Ms Veronica Macpherson on the 
telephone and that he had discussions with her about visa proposals. The current idea from Macro Realty 
Developments is about linking investments that have been made or possibly will be made with an opportunity of 
being able to get a visa to live here in Australia and that those two elements would be tied together—the 
investment and I presume the right to stay or permanently reside in Australia. Ms Macpherson is said to have had 
a conversation with the member for Pilbara on a mobile phone, and Ms Macpherson has reiterated — 

“Brendon informed me that there has been a lot of work on this by the North West council.” 

I presume she refers there, member for Pilbara, to the Pilbara Development Commission. 

Mr B.J. Grylls: No, the Pilbara Regional Council. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: It was the Pilbara Regional Council. That takes me to a statement in The Sunday Times on 
9 November 2014, in which, fairly hairy-chestedly, the member for Pilbara called on the federal government to 
allow 25 000 migrants to fill new cities in the north west. The article in The Sunday Times quotes the member for 
Pilbara as follows — 

Mr Grylls challenged the Abbott Government to match its rhetoric about developing the north with 
“real policy decisions”, calling for specific visa categories to encourage the population of northern 
Australia. 

Now that rents have been “normalised” in the Pilbara, he said there was a “great opportunity” for migrant 
families to meet demand for small businesses such as restaurants and cafes. 

He set a target of 25 000 migrants. That appears to be exactly the sort of new business plan of Macro Realty 
Developments—that is, to link the investments to the visa packages. We do not know whether those investments 
will still be there after December. Once again, the ordinary person in the street does not look into the details of 
these things as do opposition members or the media. On the one hand, the chief executive officer of 
Macro Realty Developments, a person whom the Australian Securities and Investments Commission alleges to 
be a fraudster undertaking Ponzi investment schemes, is on the phone to not just anyone such as a council 
member of the north west, a north west financial adviser or planner or a public servant in Australian Border 
Force, but to the member for Pilbara and Leader of the National Party talking about the next stage of her 
investment scheme. And that was to try to tie those investments, whether they are worth any money or not, to the 
right to reside in Australia through a visa package. That happens to coincide with the call by the Leader of the 
National Party only two years ago for that very thing to occur. The ordinary person in the street would ask: what 
is going on here? There is a direct relationship between this company that is under investigation for defrauding 
people and the behaviour of the Leader of the National Party encouraging those links between the investments 
and visa holders. 

Mr V.A. Catania interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr N.W. Morton): Member for North West Central! 

Mr V.A. Catania interjected. 
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The ACTING SPEAKER: Member! 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Was the member for North West Central suggesting I take — 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, do not engage please. Through the Chair, please. 

Mr V.A. Catania interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for North West Central! 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The question I am asking is: why was the Leader of the National Party even responding to 
the phone calls, assuming that is what occurred, from someone who has had her passport taken from her, had her 
real estate agency put into limbo by the state government, of which he is a member, and is under investigation by 
the federal government’s ASIC agency? Why would he take that phone call in the first place and then refer her to 
the work that has already been done on the investment visa scheme, which, clearly, as the member for Pilbara, he 
had promoted two years ago, to allow that whole link between the current investments in Macro Realty 
Developments and the visa scheme to be successful? Why would he do that? I put it to members that that 
relationship over this scheme should be investigated by Border Force. What is Macro Realty Developments up to 
by indicating to investors that there might be a visa benefit on top of what they had already done here in 
Australia—that there may be the benefit of permanently or temporarily staying in Western Australia through 
some visa investment scheme, as a way of salving their obviously significant anger over not getting their 
16 per cent returns from the investments that they were promised? That should be investigated by Border Force. 

I argue also that the role of the member for Pilbara, if any, should also be investigated by Border Force for 
promoting that type of scheme and the legality of promoting that type of scheme, particularly for an organisation 
such as Macro Realty Developments, which ASIC has effectively suspended from trading. It is a natural 
investigation for Border Force to undertake. Those are the three things that I believe the member for Pilbara, as 
minister, as the Leader of the National Party and as the member for Pilbara, should answer. First, his 
involvement with Macro Realty Developments and the Kurra camp; second, his close involvement with that 
company at a time when it was selling overpriced property and was clearly involved with the organisation by 
doing the promotional videos, whether he said go out and buy more blocks in Newman — 
Mr B.J. Grylls: I didn’t say that. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: I know he did not, but it does not matter that he did not spruik what Macro Realty was 
selling. The member for Pilbara seems to have overlooked the association. It is not just the fact that he was 
spruiking Pilbara Cities on a corporate video; it is the very fact that he was on the corporate video. He was on not 
only the video but also the bus with the tours. He was there at the time the company was selling overpriced 
property in Newman and he knows that because he stood in this house and told the house how the property 
prices had fallen. The third issue goes to the latest possible scam—an issue I call on Border Force to 
investigate—which is the link between what could be failed investments in Newman village to the issuing of 
visas by the investment visa scheme, promoted and encouraged by the member for Pilbara, who not only 
admitted to the house that he had suggested to Veronica Macpherson that she have a word with the council about 
the work done on investment visa schemes but she herself said that is what she was told to do. Those are the 
three issues we call on the member for Pilbara to explain to this house and the general public of 
Western Australia. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS (Pilbara — Minister for Housing) [4.38 pm]: Thank you for the opportunity to respond to 
the very long bows drawn by the member for Cockburn today. I begin by reporting on the current property 
market in the Pilbara because it has been of much interest to this Parliament. Over the last eight years there was 
a major crisis. I am happy to put on the record a story from today in the Pilbara News from Tommy Zaunmayr, 
which states — 

It was a dream which was too far out of reach during the boom, but new accommodation has given 
former Karratha resident Richard Green the chance to move back to the town he loves. 
The 45-year-old bus driver left Karratha eight years ago … 

What happened eight years ago? He left Karratha eight years ago. That would have been when Labor was in 
government. It continues — 

The 45-year-old bus driver left Karratha eight years ago because of the prohibitive costs of rent. 
Back then rent was more than $1 000 a week. He was a bus driver. It is a fundamental failure of the previous 
government’s policy to not release any land, not allowing for the housing needed to facilitate the major 
expansion of the mining sector. It was happily collecting the stamp duty, I recall, at the time from the property 
boom, but doing nothing to facilitate the major challenges that existed in the Pilbara. The article continues — 
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Now he is one of the first residents, to move into the Quarter apartments, attracted back to Karratha by 
the affordable accommodation.  
“Back then you couldn’t rent a decent place in town for less than $300 a week … 

I think he was talking about a room then, not a house. That was a $300 a week room in a four-bedroom house at 
$1 200—$300 each room. Most of the older four-by-ones had only one bathroom, so that was four people 
sharing a four-bedroom house with one bathroom. The articles continues — 

“Back then you couldn’t rent a decent place in town for less than $300 a week and I didn’t have a high 
paying job at a mine site,” he said. “It’s a great spot to live—the apartment is neat, tidy and all new, and 
if you are a single person and you don’t have a big high-paid job, I think it’s perfect.” 

Thank you, Richard, for coming back to town. That is exactly what the Liberal–National government set out to 
achieve under the Pilbara Cities vision that we have outlined in this Parliament over a long time. In the same 
story — 

Domino’s Pizza manager Nabin Silwal had been living out of a caravan for the past seven years as he 
had been unable to find an affordable place near work. 

Living in a caravan! The article continues — 
“I love living in Karratha,” he said. “It’s quieter than a major city—it’s so laid back and the region is 
amazing. It looks like it has come out of a magazine.” 

I assume he is referring to his new apartment — 
Alice Muller has taken the opportunity to move out of her family home in Millars Well. 
“It makes me happy just thinking about it, my own bachelorette pad,” she said. 
“I am looking forward to seeing The Quarter come alive when more local businesses start opening up.” 

I thank the Minister for Regional Development and the cabinet for the decision to invest in The Quarter. On 
behalf of the people of Karratha and the wider Pilbara, we are enduringly grateful for the investments that have 
helped transform the community to such a degree that people who moved away eight years ago are now moving 
back. Thank you. The people of the Pilbara did not deserve to have the biggest expansion of the resource sector 
in Australian history displace them out of their community as it did; no other community would accept that. All 
members of Parliament, who passionately represent their electorates, can have no concept of what it would be 
like if room rentals increased to $300 a week. What that would do to their community and to the business sector 
in their community would basically result in a community imploding on itself. It has probably only ever 
happened in the Pilbara. If that happened in Perth, it would be an enduring crisis. The fact that it has taken us 
eight years to get back to Mr Green’s story is disappointing, but that is because we put a lot of focus on it. That 
story needs to be put in the context of the wider Pilbara property argument, which has been prosecuted by the 
Labor Party left, right and centre. I am sure that this debate is linked back to the concept that the Labor Party put, 
because it has had a strong push on the government’s investments in the Pilbara. The Labor Party story is that in 
2012 the government should have known, when it was making the investment decisions in the Pelago East 
apartments, Osprey Village and Hedland 125, that the market had turned and because the market had turned, the 
government should not have been investing in the Pilbara; we should have just let the market come its natural 
course. The market taking its natural course was the policy that the Labor Party had in government from 2001 to 
2008. The market taking its natural course was why Mr Green, the bus driver, left town. That is what happens 
when we let the market take its natural course. Mr Green has just moved back to town because the Liberal–
National government did not let the market take its natural course. 
Mrs G.J. Godfrey: Can’t you predict increases in real estate! 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: The Labor Party would suggest that we could! The Leader of the Labor Party and the 
shadow spokesperson for housing, the member for Cockburn, have been very clear to point out that we should 
have known what was happening in the market in 2012 and that we should not have invested in the market then. 
I have a time line of government investments in the Pilbara. In March 2011, the government purchased 
12 properties in Pelago West, the first Pelago tower. In February 2012, the government announced a request for 
proposal to private industry for the building of the Osprey subdivision. In June 2012, cabinet approved the 
Osprey investment and the Pelago East investment. In August 2012, Pelago West reached practical completion. 
In October 2012, the Department of Housing and Fleetwood signed an interim agreement for Osprey. In 
January 2013, the Leader of the Opposition spoke about the Pilbara property market, remembering that today, to 
anyone who is prepared to listen, the Leader of the Opposition and the shadow spokesperson for housing say that 
we should have known in 2012 the market had turned and we should have not made these investments that were 
all done—there is the time line—in 2012. 
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Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: That is right. Can the member put that on the record? So we should not have made those 
investments in 2012. The member is on the record saying that. 
Mr F.M. Logan: Yes. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Okay. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr N.W. Morton): Members! 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Remembering that all these decisions have been criticised by the Labor Party over the last 
three years, on Wednesday, 23 January 2013 in the lead-up to the election, the Leader of the Labor Party said — 

“Affordable housing is one of the biggest problems in the Pilbara, with the Barnett–Grylls Government 
failing to deliver the new housing lots required or adequately plan for the Pilbara’s future housing needs. 
“WA Labor will use Royalties for Regions funding to tackle housing shortages, especially where 
affordability is a major problem. 

The Labor Party’s major platform for the election in 2013 was to invest more royalties for regions money into 
housing. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: In 2013, it was going to invest more money into housing. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! Member for Cockburn, I am on my feet. 
Mr P. Papalia interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Warnbro, I call you to order for the third time. I am not going to let it 
descend into shouts across the chamber. The member for Cockburn was heard in relative silence; I would expect 
the same for the member for Pilbara. 

Mr P. Papalia interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Warnbro, you have been called three times. Do you want to take a rest? 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker. This shows a complete farce of policy from the 
Western Australian Labor Party members who say one thing prior to an election and then say a completely 
different thing later. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: You cannot hide! You cannot hide behind it. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: I really do not want to have to throw people out of the chamber. Member for 
Warnbro, you are skating very close to that. Member for Albany, you are on notice as well. I want to listen to the 
member for Pilbara. He has the call. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Members of the Labor Party attack me daily for the investments made in 2012 in the Pilbara 
to address the greatest housing crisis that Western Australia has ever seen. That is what happened in the Pilbara. 
The member for Cockburn has never had $3 000 a week rents in his electorate of Cockburn or in Swanbourne, 
where he lives. 

Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: He has $3 000 a week rents in Swanbourne now? 

In the Pilbara, $3 000 a week rents had become the norm for bigger properties; the median was well over $1 000 
a week. It was unaffordable, businesses were going out of business, the service sector was under enormous 
pressure and the not-for-profits exited town. We still have fundamental structural problems in the Pilbara and we 
are trying to return to a level of normalcy. Off the back of that, the government made sensible investment 
decisions and the government’s plan, announced in 2009 when we first talked about Pilbara Cities, was to invest 
in land and housing to normalise property prices. When average rents were $1 000, we wanted to invest to 
normalise property prices. We made very clear our intention to drop the price for the sale of houses and to drop 
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the price of rentals. That was the government policy. I am absolutely shocked that today the member for 
Cockburn was again taking the side of the investors who were charging the $3 000-a-week rents and suggesting 
that we should have helped them out to keep the rents at that level. Is that what the member thinks? 

Mr F.M. Logan: No, I didn’t say that at all. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: You absolutely did; you said that the investors were pretty anxious. 

Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr N.W. Morton): Members, again we are descending into shouts across the 
chamber. Member for Pilbara, please direct your comments through the Chair. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: The member for Cockburn said today, and previously on the record, that the Labor Party 
backs the investors in the property market in the Pilbara who had raised rents to that amount. I disagree. The 
government had a clear and stated agenda in 2009 to invest in normalising the property market and, as of today, 
the median property prices and the median rentals across the Pilbara are higher than the medians in Perth, and the 
member regularly talks about an affordability crisis in Perth. The medians continue to be higher. The government 
is proud of its record in the Pilbara, and we stand by it. The opposition’s criticism in using the Valuer-General’s 
valuations of the investments that the government has made and saying that they have lost money, so the 
government has lost money and should not have made those investments, is treating the government as a property 
speculator, which it never was. The government never was a property speculator; we were building 
government-owned houses to regulate the market and bring it back to a more normal footing. Our stated intention 
in 2009 was to bring the prices down. It was also the stated intention of the member for Cockburn in making 
commitments in 2013 about housing affordability. I do not know; maybe I am drawing a long bow, but if the 
member was prosecuting an argument about housing affordability in the election campaign, he obviously wanted 
prices to come down. Given that the member was campaigning in 2013 about housing affordability and bringing 
property prices down, how can he then be critical of the Liberal–National government, which, a year earlier, was 
making investment decisions based on the same priority—bringing prices down? 

I am actually glad that the member’s push through the media last week resulted in a story in The Sunday Times 
about young families in the Pilbara buying their houses for the first time, stating that affordability has meant that 
long-term residents can now afford to buy houses. We welcome that. That is the same example I gave today of 
Mr Green, the bus driver. That is the outcome, and on 6PR last week Adam Shand said exactly the same thing — 

The government has invested a lot of money building in the Pilbara to alleviate the FIFO problem. Of 
course the mining boom is over now and we have a lot of people leaving the area. There is more supply 
and demand. The demand will return and I wonder what this kerfuffle is about. 

I also wonder what it is all about, because the Liberals, the Nationals and the Labor Party, throughout 2012 and 
2013, had exactly the same policy—to drive investment in housing and land supply in the Pilbara to improve 
housing affordability. Somehow, after making that commitment, the member for Cockburn decided to take the 
cheap political option of criticising that investment and completely changing his policy position; he reversed that 
position and said that we should not do it, even though he said in 2013 that we should do more of it. He has 
criticised the decisions that we made in 2012, and thank you to The Sunday Times and thank you to Adam Shand 
on 6PR for recognising that and for recognising that the government, way back in 2009, said that it would use 
government intervention in the market in the Pilbara to try to normalise housing prices. 
In normalising housing prices, our intention was to bring the capital cost of buying a house down to a more 
normal level, although prices are still higher than those in Perth today. Our intention was to bring rents down, so 
that it was affordable for people to live in town, and that is what we have done. We are glad that we have done it, 
and it is very disappointing that the Labor Party continues to seek credibility in the Pilbara with a policy plan 
that criticises what it said it would do in the lead-up to the 2013 election. That is why it seems that there is no 
Labor presence in the Pilbara at all. It has vacated that market. It was a bit too hard before 2008, and it is clearly 
a bit too hard now, because Labor policy is incoherent and not supported by anyone locally. 
Hon Stephen Dawson talks to me a lot about housing affordability, but his policy says that we should not have 
done anything in 2012, which makes it a bit hard to understand. Again, each to their own. The opposition gets to 
prosecute its own argument, but it is fundamentally caught out reversing the policy it took to the 2013 election in 
saying that the government made the wrong decisions in 2012. I am glad that we made those decisions in 2012 
because of the example that I have shared of Mr Green today. 
This is the number one issue in the Pilbara, as it was in 2009 when we announced the Pilbara Cities initiative, 
and it remained the number one issue in the Pilbara in January 2013, as defined by Mark McGowan, MLA, 
Leader of the Opposition, in his pitch for the Pilbara. He talked about affordable housing as the biggest problem 
in the Pilbara and said that the Barnett–Grylls government had failed to deliver the new housing required or 
adequately plan for the Pilbara’s future housing needs. 
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I make no apology for knowing all the private property developers in the Pilbara. It was very important that 
private sector investment went to the Pilbara, and the government encouraged that. At the launch of Pilbara 
Cities, the government hired a Fokker 100 jet, put 100 of the prominent property developers in Western Australia 
on that plane and flew them to Port Hedland and Karratha to look at the challenges and the issues, to understand 
the Premier’s and my vision for the north and to encourage them to engage and be involved in helping to solve 
the problem, and many of them did so. Finbar, Allco, Pindan and Doric have all taken strong stakes. An 
enormous number of private sector investors have invested in the Pilbara, and we welcome that investment. They 
also knew, when we were asking them to invest, that our plan was to normalise the market. They knew that they 
were not investing for 15 per cent returns for the future. A 15 per cent return on investment was delivered by the 
Labor Party policy of not doing anything in the Pilbara. The Liberal–National plan was to get a return on 
investment more like that available in Perth. That was our plan. All those developers knew that our plan was to 
normalise property prices. That is why we took those decisions over the course of that time. 
I have spoken to hundreds of forums, hundreds of developers and hundreds of mum-and-dad homeowners, 
including a homeowner who called me today from Port Hedland, asking what was happening with the camps in 
Port Hedland. He owns a property in Port Hedland. He said that the market is under pressure and he wanted to 
know where the government is going with the camps in Port Hedland, as he would be expected to. He wanted to 
know that we are transitioning the economy away from a fly in, fly out economy into a residential economy. The 
Minister for Regional Development made a very good decision to close the Gap Ridge camp in Karratha, which 
was Woodside’s Pluto construction camp, with 2 500 beds. The Minister for Regional Development made the 
decision not to renew the lease, so that camp is being closed down. That is a good decision that helps underpin 
confidence in the housing economy of Karratha. We are very strong in our view that the Kurra camp, which is 
the subject of today’s debate, should also be shut down. We prosecuted that argument in the Parliament and in 
the community. Mainly, I prosecuted it on behalf of the community of Newman, which said that it did not want 
its town to be defined by a mining camp, without lawn or amenity, surrounded by three rows of barbed wire and 
a boom gate, which would be the way that the workforce of BHP Billiton would remember Newman. I agree 
with them. Nobody would want their community defined by that, so the local government, led by Lynne Craigie 
and Alan Cooper, the chief executive officer, took a very strong stand. As the local member of Parliament, 
I went around businesses and spoke to them about the effect of FIFO and camps on the Newman economy, 
remembering that Newman probably had the worst outcome for rents during the construction phase. Newman 
rents were probably the highest anywhere because it is a smaller town and the demand was very, very strong. 
The peak was higher and the trough has been lower. The people of Newman were very, very concerned about the 
Newman property market; there are hundreds and hundreds of empty houses in Newman at the moment. Most of 
the houses are owned by BHP, but private investors—mums and dads—also have empty houses. I am absolutely 
confident that my argument to close Kurra camp was taking up the argument of the community. The local 
government, the small business sector, the Newman Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the mums and dads 
of Newman wanted Kurra camp closed. 

I do not recall ever meeting Macro Realty in Newman. I was never there. My involvement with Macro Realty 
was that I agreed to do the video about Pilbara Cities. The shadow housing spokesperson has seen the video and, 
as recorded in Hansard, has said that I said nothing about Macro Realty’s products. I actually did not know what 
its products were, and I was not that interested in its products. I was interested in explaining the government’s 
new vision for the Pilbara. We did not like the previous vision for the Pilbara, which was fly in, fly out, poor 
infrastructure, high rents, no liveability and no amenity. The government has a very comprehensive plan to do 
the exact opposite of that that includes a transition to a more normalised economy. We have rebuilt the 
infrastructure, and I will take the time in the debate to run through the infrastructure that we rebuilt. I took the 
opportunity—not just with Macro on the four occasions I can recall, but with every single investor that came into 
Karratha that requested to meet me—to explain the government’s vision. If someone rang me today, I would 
explain the same vision; it has not changed since 2009. It is the same stump speech I delivered in 2009 at the 
launch in Dampier, and it is same stump speech I delivered to the Macro tours in Karratha, which is where 
I always met it. It is the same speech I have delivered to Parliament, and it is the same speech I have delivered to 
economic forums both here and in the eastern states. That story has never changed. I was never aware of what 
Macro’s products were; that was not my role. My role as the local member of Parliament at the time—I never 
met Macro as a minister—and my role as the member for Pilbara was to explain what Pilbara Cities was, and to 
explain my vision as the local MP and what the vision of the government that I am a part of was. That is exactly 
what I did, and I continue to do that today. I do not continue to do that with Macro because, obviously, it is now 
under investigation and that needs to take its course. 

I will talk about the Labor Party concern about the perception—that is really what today’s debate has been 
about—of me appearing in the pretty grainy video and how that was used by Macro. As well as that, the Town of 
Port Hedland also had a partnership with Macro. I quote from North West Telegraph—the local paper—of 
24 February this year. The headline is “$250k lifeline for festival”, and the article reads — 
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A new major sponsor has helped drag the North West Festival back from the brink of collapse 
after committing $250,000 to this year’s event. 
Land developer Macro Realty pledged its support last Monday, joining foundation partner BHP 
Billiton’s annual contribution and the Town of Port Hedland’s $150,000 in ensuring the event will 
continue as a three-day music festival. 

Town of Port Hedland Mayor Kelly Howlett said she was excited the festival, which last year featured 
artists Birds Of Tokyo, Peking Duk and Angus and Julia Stone, could now go ahead … 

“We are continuing the three-day format and the Town of Port Hedland will be announcing (the) 
line-up, fringe events and locations in the coming months,” … 

“It’s only with the generous support of our partners … that we are able to deliver this event.” 

The Town of Port Hedland, in doing its due diligence on Macro Realty in February this year, believed Macro to 
be an entity that could sponsor its event, and an entity that was a participant in industry in the Pilbara and 
announced it as the major sponsor. Given the tenuous links the member for Cockburn has sought to draw—
I know the member is close to the former Mayor of the Town of Port Hedland—I assume the member is drawing 
the same tenuous links for the Town of Port Hedland for its decision to take on board Macro as a sponsor. Is that 
the case? 

Mr F.M. Logan: Not at all. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Not at all? Okay, that is probably what I would have thought! 

The Town of Port Hedland — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I was not a minister at the time, I was a backbencher; I was the member for Pilbara. I was 
doing my job as a backbencher. While reading the local paper in February I saw that Macro was the major 
sponsor of the North West Festival, and that the Town of Port Hedland and the mayor were endorsing it as just 
that. Of course, it has since emerged that it was under investigation and it would be inappropriate for any 
relationship to continue under that, and no relationship has continued since that time. I believe that that answers 
the question about my linkage to Macro. 

The other point made was that I have spruiked the visa scheme. I can categorically and absolutely rule that out. 
My only contact with Macro since any of these issues have been raised was a phone call that Macro Realty made 
to me, during which I asked for the corporate video to be taken down and for any reference to me to be removed 
from the website. At that point in a two-minute conversation, Macro Realty raised with me investment visas and 
I made the comment that Pilbara Regional Council had been working on that for a long period of time. That was 
it; the only time that discussion has been had. Again, the member for Cockburn draws a very tenuous link, but 
I understand that an opposition without policy or anything to say, or an opposition that spends more time hiding 
behind the front bench than actually advancing ideas from the front bench, needs something to talk about. 
I respect that with a lack of something to talk about, it would seem somewhat worthy. That the opposition would 
give a couple of hours of private members’ time to this issue probably reflects the fact that it does not have 
anything to talk about. I know the opposition does not have anything to talk about because its leader went to the 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia last week. I would have thought that was an 
opportunity for the Labor Party to start to roll out a platform for the March 2013 election. What did the chamber 
of commerce get? Crickets! The chamber of commerce and industry got crickets from the Leader of the 
Opposition. I am gobsmacked. They are important forums where we get to roll out our vision for the state going 
forward, and clearly the Western Australian Labor Party does not have one! It does not have a vision to roll out. 
The only thing I have heard it announce in the past fortnight has been a policy to ban fracking where no fracking 
is ever likely to take place! It is an extremely powerful position to ban something that is unlikely to happen! You 
know what else it should ban? It should ban strawberry farming in the Pilbara! It will knock that on the head! 
This is the shallowest, most pitiful opposition I have ever, ever seen! The member for Collie-Preston has 
a strong-held belief in support for the coal industry, but he sits in the party that wants to decimate the coal 
industry! Have some credibility, resign from the Labor Party and come and sit with us, because we are going to 
have a policy for coal and for the member’s community. We are going have to a policy for his community, and 
he knows it! 

Several members interjected. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: The member for Collie–Preston knows what his party’s renewable energy policy is going to 
do to his community! He knows it is going to decimate it. Does the member for Collie–Preston know how 
I know he knows? Because his supporters from Collie tell me! 
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Mr M.P. Murray: I would never, ever show my face if I was like him! 

The ACTING SPEAKER: That was pretty good. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Careful with the language! 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: When the member for Collie–Preston is asked to put forward a policy to back his 
community, he cannot. He does not have a policy to back his community. He is part of a party with a policy to 
decimate his community. He criticises the member for North West Central, but the member for 
North West Central has helped deliver the biggest transformation for his community in history. When the 
member for Collie–Preston defines what being a member of Parliament is about, is it about that member’s party 
coming up with a policy that devastates the local community or is it about coming up with a policy that rebuilds 
the local community? I think there is a very clear and stark contrast. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members, I do not use either of those terms, even on a bad day. 

Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: I am on my feet, member for Albany! Do not get personal. I do not mind the attacks; 
I understand that. But do not use these words; otherwise, I will call you. I do not use those terms, especially not 
in this chamber. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Does the member for Collie–Preston support his party’s renewable energy target? Does the 
member for Collie–Preston support his party’s renewable energy target? I ask him for a third time: does he 
support his party’s renewable energy target? 

Mr M.P. Murray: Yes. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: For the record, I have talked about the Leader of the Opposition, and now the member for 
Collie–Preston, in talking about his party’s policy, is hiding behind the front bench. 

Point of Order 
Mr P.B. WATSON: I know we have a fool here, but he is getting right away from the point. 

Mrs G.J. Godfrey: You don’t like it! 

Mr P.B. WATSON: No. I know he is a fool but when he gets — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr P.B. WATSON: Can I just finish? 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr I.M. Britza): Members! I am hearing the point of order, whether or not you like 
it. Let us have some quiet until the point of order is finished. 

Mr P.B. WATSON: When someone sits down or goes below their table, that means they have to sit down, 
because members have to stand on their feet and talk to the Speaker. I ask you to sit him down. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: To assist you in your deliberations, Mr Acting Speaker, the motion states — 

That this house calls on the member for Pilbara to provide a full and thorough explanation of his 
dealings and interactions with Macro Realty and Veronica Macpherson both as a minister and the 
member for Pilbara. 

It does not go to abusing the member for Collie–Preston over any policy about fracking in the south west. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: First of all, gentlemen, I have heard both sides of the house go for it, so I am not 
moved by that at all. But I will tell members what I am moved by, and that is sticking to the motion. Member for 
Pilbara, I accept the fact that you have gone away from that. Let us come back to that and finish it. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Thank you for that very good advice, Mr Acting Speaker. I will return to the motion. 

Mr M.P. Murray: And show how you stuffed up the north west. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I will refer again to the front page story in the Pilbara News today, because the member has 
just said that we have stuffed the Pilbara. I am going to talk about what has actually happened in the Pilbara. The 
member for Collie–Preston said in his interjection that we have stuffed the Pilbara. I again want to talk about 
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Richard Green for the benefit of the member for Collie–Preston, who cannot have been listening. It is very 
relevant, because the motion refers to property development in the Pilbara. I quote again — 

It was a dream which was too far out of reach during the boom, but new accommodation has given 
former Karratha resident Richard Green the chance to move back to the town he loves. 

The 45-year-old bus driver left Karratha eight years ago because of the prohibitive costs of rent. 

The Labor Party’s role when it held the Pilbara electorate was to deliver prohibitive rent costs that forced good 
people like Richard Green to move away. I do not think that Richard Green thinks that we have stuffed the 
Pilbara. In fact, he said the exact opposite. He said — 

“It’s a great spot to live—the apartment is neat, tidy and all new, and if you are a single person and you 
don’t have a big high-paid job, I think it’s perfect.” 

I will take the view of Mr Green, who moved back to the Pilbara after the Labor Party’s failed chance to deliver 
a policy framework. One of the reasons that Mr Green has moved back is probably included in some of the 
issues I used to cover in the presentation that I made to the investors who came to Karratha. At the end of their 
tour of the Pilbara, they would end up in Karratha on a Sunday afternoon. I attended four times, from 
recollection. I think there were many more tours than that, but, obviously, as they were on a Sunday, it was not 
possible for me to be at all of them; nor was that my intention, but when I could, I used to tell them about 
Pilbara Cities and what the government was doing. Mr Green has seen what the government is doing, so 
I wanted to share what was happening in the Pilbara with investors in the Pilbara, as I shared it with Parliament, 
the media and everyone else. I would talk to them about the normalisation of the market and the government 
investing in housing and land to bring rents and property prices back to normal—back to a more Perth-like price. 
Again, if Macro Realty was employing me as a spruiker for its product, it was not getting a very good one, 
because I talked about normalising the property market and lowering rents and the capital cost of housing. 
Seeing the value of property decline in the Pilbara was my stated intention. The member for Cockburn and others 
in the Labor Party have been highly critical of me for championing lowering the cost of property in the Pilbara, 
even though they called for it in 2013 in the lead-up to the election. 

I again state that it was my intention in 2009—I will continue to do this—to try to drive affordable property 
prices in the Pilbara. I have shared that vision and intention with everyone I have spoken to in the Pilbara over 
the past four years. I shared with them the other important infrastructure that the government is building, 
particularly in Karratha. It is building a $210 million hospital—the biggest investment in health ever made north 
of Perth, I reckon. The Geraldton Hospital, which was built by the Labor Party in its term in government, is now 
too small and the community is calling for a bigger one. It got that decision wrong and did not futureproof 
Geraldton, which is why so much criticism abounds of the Labor Party’s time in government from 2001 to 2008. 
It could not make the right decisions, and now, less than eight years on, we are talking about needing to invest 
again. That is classic policy failure when a party does not plan and does not get it right. 

In the Pilbara, when I talked to potential investors from all walks—not just Macro but everyone—I talked about 
the $210 million health facility, which was secured by the member for North West Central when Karratha was 
part of his seat. He is a very good member. He made a very clear and strong argument: let us not do what Labor 
failed to do in Geraldton by building a hospital that is too small so that it will be out of date in less than 10 years 
after building it; let us build for the future. That is why we are building a $210 million hospital. At the moment, 
that hospital is under construction. The lift wells are out of the ground. The workers are on-site. It is about a four 
to five-hectare site right in the middle of the CBD. That is coming out of the ground. It will be completed over 
the next couple of years. It is a massive investment and show of faith and confidence in the health needs of 
Karratha and the region and was facilitated by the royalties for regions plan. I made it very clear so that anyone 
with an interest in the Pilbara knew and understood what we were doing. That project is now coming out of the 
ground. I thank the former Minister for Health for backing that and the current Minister for Health for enabling 
that to happen. Again, it is a major investment in health infrastructure in the community that will be 
transformational. It is another good reason that Mr Green, the bus driver, has decided to move back to Karratha; 
he can see that hospital coming out of the ground. 

I would also have talked about the City of Karratha’s plans for a new community and cultural centre. It is 
a $65 million investment on the main street of Karratha—a new cultural precinct including a library and an 
amphitheatre. I think the city will combine some tourism infrastructure in and around it. It will be a really strong 
entry statement into the Karratha CBD. It is important for people to know that that transformation has been 
driven by state and local governments. Given that if someone had driven past that site over the previous four 
years, all they would have seen was a vacant block, I thought it would be valid for people to know what was 
planned for the site and what that plan would mean for the community. The construction workforce has moved 
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onto that site and it is under construction now. At the two ends of the Karratha main street, there is 
a $200 million hospital and a $65 million cultural precinct coming out of the ground. 

I explained to all who were interested that the government has made major investments in health. We have 
already built a more than $100 million senior high school. Members opposite like to talk down the Pilbara and 
continue to suggest that the government’s investment has failed, but Karratha Senior High School now has more 
than 1 100 students—an increase of more than 350 over the last three or four years. That school continues to 
grow substantially year on year, as do primary schools in Karratha. If members want a real-time example of 
growth in the community, they should count the number of kids who turn up at school at the start of term. 
I would have thought that if more kids turn up for school for a fourth term than turned up for the third term, there 
has been some pretty good growth in the local community. Certainly, there has been very strong growth in 
Karratha. 

Growth has not been as strong in Port Hedland. The government investment plans for Hedland are a little bit 
behind those for Karratha. The government has major redevelopment plans for Port Hedland, and, in the context 
of the debate we are having today, I also would have shared with potential investors into the Pilbara the 
government’s plans for a marina precinct in Hedland, which has a very strong boating culture. At the moment, 
there is a very unsafe boat ramp that drops recreational boaters right into the middle of the shipping channel 
where the iron ore ships come in. I believe a better plan than dropping recreational boats into the main shipping 
channel of the biggest bulk export port in the world would be to build a marina away from that area to separate 
recreational boats from the iron ore carriers, the tugs and the commercial boats that operate in the harbour. I hope 
that plan will be resolved soon. Again, if someone were to look at that site today, they would see nothing. It is 
called the Spoil Bank. It is spoil from the dredging of the shipping channel. It is a man-made spit, I suppose you 
would say, that goes out into the ocean. An investor who came to Port Hedland looking for potential 
opportunities would not know that the government had a $112 million proposal for a major marina and 
commercial precinct. I think that we announced that project in 2012. Over the past four years, as the member for 
Pilbara, I have taken the opportunity to share with those who do not know Port Hedland that that project is 
proposed and that the government hopes to deliver it. The marina would be a centrepiece of the Pilbara Cities 
plan for Port Hedland. There is a proposal from Finbar Group to develop apartments on the waterfront at 
Port Hedland to complete that precinct. Does the member for Cockburn support Finbar building the anchorage 
project on the old hospital site at Port Hedland? 

Mr F.M. Logan: You’ve just got to answer the questions. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I am asking the member a question. Does the member support — 

Mr F.M. Logan: Stick to the — 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Again, as I have pointed out, it is very hard to get a policy position out of the 
members opposite. 

Point of Order 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: The member for Pilbara thinks he is being smart by asking questions like that about the 
Spoil Bank in Port Hedland. I thought the question that was before the house was asking for him to explain his 
relationship with an alleged fraudulent property developer. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr I.M. Britza): The point of relevance is accurate. I ask the minister to come back 
to that matter. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: The member for Cockburn asked me what I said to the investors on the Macro Property 
tours the four times I met them. I am explaining to him exactly what I said to them. It is extremely relevant. 
There is a $112 million investment by the government in a marina precinct and development in Port Hedland. 
That is absolutely relevant to the debate that is before the Parliament today. 

Mr P.B. Watson: Are you querying the Acting Speaker’s decision? 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Albany, I do not need any help. I am listening. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I talked about the substantial investment in housing that the government has made, which 
has been the subject of much criticism from members opposite. This is information that potential investors into 
the Pilbara would want to know—that the government owns 293 village-style houses in the Osprey development, 
which are currently at 40 per cent occupancy. That would be an important point to know, given that the 
government has used that Osprey project to drive rental affordability in the local community. If someone were 
going to invest in the Pilbara, they would want to know about the 40 per cent occupancy in the 293-bed village 
in Osprey. They would want to know about the project 125 service worker housing project. Our plan was to have 
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rapid investment to solve the housing problem back in 2012. We then replaced project 125 with the Osprey 
village. The government’s plan then was to sell down the project 125 assets onto the market. Of course, the 
market has softened seriously so the government has resolved not to drive 125 houses onto the market. That is 
important information for all people involved in the property market across the Pilbara so they can understand 
what the government is doing. The government has major investments in properties in the Pilbara, and it is 
important that people know that. I have shared that information. 

I shared that a major CBD revitalisation is going on in Newman. Tens of millions of dollars are going into 
rebuilding the heart of Newman. Three years ago, it was difficult to find the Newman CBD. When I became the 
local MP, it looked like there had not been a lot of love for Newman for many years. The government has 
invested heavily into Newman. Off the back of the fire at the Newman Senior High School, the government has 
rebuilt the school, and it has more projects to come after investing in that facility. The government has recently 
announced a new $60 million hospital to replace the ageing Newman Health Campus. This is important 
information to be shared with investors into the Pilbara so they understand that the government has 
a comprehensive plan for investment in health, education and CBD revitalisation in Newman. It is important 
information to share and that is what I did. As I said to the member for Cockburn, as a backbencher member of 
government, I took the opportunity to share what the government was doing with investors in the Pilbara. I think 
that was valid. I thought it was important that I did it. I have put forward a substantial program of works and 
I think it is valuable to share that. 

I am disappointed that what I have done in explaining the government’s policies to those investors has been 
used, I would say, somewhat against me, and that has led to debate on the member’s motion today. I believe that 
in no way did I push any investor’s products. In the case of Macro Realty, I was simply explaining what the 
government was doing—which was valid. I have absolutely been on the record. The member for Cockburn has 
said it; he has quoted me in Parliament. I have been on the record regularly talking about the major downturn in 
Newman property. Two years ago, the member for Cockburn quoted me saying that. I have been on the record in 
this Parliament talking about the collapse in Newman property prices and the effect that that is having on the 
local community. The member for Cockburn is essentially asking Parliament to believe that I was saying one 
thing to Parliament, in every media conference that I did and in every newspaper article that I did, and something 
different to the investor tours that I spoke to. I absolutely put on the record that I did not do so. My commentary 
has been continuously consistent. I would look a bit stupid; I am relatively high profile, which would suggest 
that it is pretty easy to google what I have been saying in Parliament and the media about Newman. It is well 
known and I continue to do that. 

Again, I think I have answered the member’s questions today. The government will continue to invest in the Pilbara 
into the future. It is a vital region for the state. We have had the opportunity today over two hours to debate an issue 
with me as the member for Pilbara. I find it strange, given the public debate that is happening at the moment, that 
the Labor Party would oppose an increase in the production levy from 25c to $5 a tonne and would choose not to 
come to the Parliament to debate that issue. I would think that issue would have a higher profile in the public 
debates that are happening at the moment. I put that the reason the Labor Party is not debating that issue is that it is 
planning to support it. The Labor Party has not made many of its positions public. The Leader of the Labor Party 
spoke at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry last Friday and put forward no coherent plan for how he would 
solve the challenges of the state from 2017 when he would seek to become Premier. 
Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I have that opportunity! Believe me, member for Cockburn, I am on top of my game! I have 
my eyes on the member for Albany’s seat. I have my eyes on the member for Collie–Preston’s seat. I am going 
to win all those seats off them. I have done it before. 
Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I am coming down to see you, member for Albany! The member for Albany might like to 
convince himself of that. He said the same thing in 2008, and he was wrong. He said the same thing in 2013, and 
he was wrong. Obviously in politics we all must eat humble pie at some point. The member for Cockburn will be 
eating humble pie steaks! He will weigh in at 150 kilos! I am quite thin at the moment. The member for 
Cockburn has had to eat an enormous amount of humble pie in this time in this Parliament. He managed to shut 
down the small business sector of Western Australia. That is what happened in his time when he had a crack at 
this. He will be eating humble pie. The Parliament will record that the member for Cockburn looks forward to 
me, as the member for Pilbara, having to eat some humble pie when eventually the Labor Party can come up 
with a strategy by which it can defeat the Liberal–National government in an election. The Labor Party certainly 
does not have a strategy to defeat us in an election. Now the Labor Party does not have any strategy at all. 
Members opposite know this. It has taken them a while. They have had a bit of a honeymoon. However, 
Gareth Parker in The Weekend West belled the cat. Every single member of the Labor Party read that, and that is 
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why they have had to come to this chamber today and draw tenuous links between an issue that is very marginal 
in its application to the day-to-day debate in Western Australian politics. Members opposite know that debates in 
this chamber that go to their plan for the future are debates that they cannot win. I recall that in 2008, when I had 
been sitting in opposition for eight years and was looking to win the hearts and minds of voters in 
Western Australia, the Nationals were sitting right at the back of the chamber. We were in the second and third 
last rows. We came into this Parliament day after day and talked about our policy called royalties for regions. 
We pushed royalties for regions because we wanted to take the opportunity to explain to people our policy 
platform and our plan for the future. We did that on the floor of the Parliament and in the wider community for 
two years leading up to the 2008 election. 
What I heard from the Leader of the Opposition after his Chamber of Commerce speech last Friday was that his 
financial plan for the state will be released sometime in the last 10 days of the election campaign. The biggest 
issue as put forward by the opposition for the government to address is the financial status of the state. The 
Liberals and Nationals are advancing our plan on asset recycling. The Nationals are putting forward new revenue 
sources. There is a strong debate in the community about that. The community is not debating anything about the 
Labor plan, because people have no idea what it is! The Leader of the Opposition refuses to tell them. So I spend 
all my time in Albany and Collie and other places — 
Mr P.B. Watson: Can you come back again? I love the publicity that you get for me! 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I absolutely will come back again! I come down to Albany and tell people that the reason 
the Labor Party will not tell them about its plan is because it will be pretty average for regional 
Western Australia. Labor’s plan to fund Metronet will involve getting rid of royalties for regions. That is what 
Labor’s plan will be. 
Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr I.M. Britza): We have got only seven minutes to go. We need to come back to 
the motion. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker. The relevance to the motion is that the member for 
Cockburn has tried to draw very tenuous links between me as the member for Pilbara and Macro Realty. I think 
I have had the opportunity to explain to the Parliament exactly what I have said to those investors. I have put to 
those investors, and many others—a substantially greater number than anyone I have ever dealt with from 
Macro—the government’s clear vision for the Pilbara and the substantial investments that we have made in 
health and education and other infrastructure. We have seen rapid reductions in property prices. That has caused 
enormous pain in the market for people who own property. However, it has been welcomed by people who have 
never before been able to get into the market. That will continue. 
As I have said, today I received a call from someone who has investments in Port Hedland and is concerned 
about camps. People should be concerned about camps. Camps are an issue that the member for Cockburn talked 
about in this debate. Remember, member for Cockburn, that the Liberal–National government did not shut down 
Kurra camp. The Liberal and Nationals had a different view on that. BHP made the decision to close Kurra 
camp. I think the Leader of the National Party at the time said that although we believe we had the power to not 
renew the lease, we did not believe we had the power to shut the camp. Therefore, in response to the member for 
Cockburn’s allegation that we have gone about shutting the camp to benefit Macro Realty, number one, it was 
BHP’s decision to do that. Number two, I have made it very clear that I was acting on behalf of the community, 
which unanimously asked the government to not renew the lease on Kurra camp and to have those workers move 
into the existing BHP properties in the town. I think there were 300 empty BHP properties in the town at the 
time. The member for Cockburn stated that there were 100 houses for rent in Newman. As it transpired, 
Mr Buckley from BHP said in BHP’s announcement in the media in September this year that most of the fly in, 
fly out workers from Kurra would be relocated to other BHP FIFO camps outside of Newman. Edgar Basto, the 
boss of BHP Iron Ore in Western Australia, said at the announcement of the closure that the workers from Kurra 
camp would be relocated to the existing BHP apartments, which are on the main drag in Newman, and that BHP 
would be looking to house the other FIFO workers in the other camps that exist in Newman. Mr Basto said also 
that at no stage did BHP talk about putting its workers from Kurra into any houses in the community—it was 
very clear on that. 

I am disappointed about that. I would have thought that when BHP owns 300 empty houses in Newman, it would 
take the opportunity to fill those houses rather than put the workers in camps outside the town. If we look at the 
other argument around why camps are built, it is to prevent workers from having to drive long distances between 
where they eat and sleep at the end of their shift and where they work. Mr Buckley’s notion that BHP workers 
who were housed in Newman and mostly worked at the Whaleback mine, which is right on the edge of Newman, 
would be moved to fly in, fly out camps out of town and bussed back into the camp would fail the arguments 
made by every other company that they do not want to do that and that they want to put their workers close to 
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where they work so that they do not have to do that. It would be good for BHP to clarify whether Mr Buckley is 
right—that is, whether BHP workers from the Kurra camp would move into the camps out of town or whether 
they would do what Mr Basto said would happen in Newman off the back of the decision to close Kurra. 
A major new shopping centre development is going up in Newman at the moment. It is very impressive. It is our 
challenge to attract new businesses to set up there. I have been talking with some of those businesses, as I should 
do as the member for Pilbara, again about the government’s vision for Newman, about where we see it going. As 
potential investors, they want to know what the future holds. They want to know what BHP plans to do with its 
workforce. As the local MP, I spend a lot of time talking with them about how business in Newman is faring at 
the moment. I give them my take as the member of Parliament. 

I refute the allegations made in the member for Cockburn’s presentation today. I do not think it is fair. I think he 
has been grasping at straws because he is not prepared to talk about any real policies. I say again that my 
comments to all investors in the Pilbara have been consistent with everything I have said in the Parliament and in 
the press. It was our intention to normalise the market, to reduce rents and to reduce the value of properties. That 
has occurred and we are glad about that. People are able to move back into the Pilbara and live in affordable 
houses. I see that as a success. That is what Pilbara Cities set out to achieve. We are seeing clear evidence of 
that. It is a tough environment at the moment and investors have lost money, but the government’s vision is 
being delivered. 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [5.42 pm] — in reply: I will wrap up following the submission by the member 
for Pilbara. Members will recall that the motion calls on the member for Pilbara both as minister and member for 
Pilbara to provide a full and thorough explanation of his dealings and interactions with Macro Reality and 
Veronica Macpherson. 

For a whole hour the member for Pilbara crowed on significantly about all the brilliant things he has done in the 
Pilbara and the investments that he has been able to get out of government for various property developments in 
the Pilbara. He talked about how the National Party will win the next election. He talked about how the 
Labor Party has no policies. He talked about everything other than the matter we gave him an opportunity to 
address in the motion. I will go through the things I wrote down that relate directly to the motion before 
this house. 

We called on him to explain his dealings and interactions, both as a minister and as the member for Pilbara, with 
Macro Realty Developments and Veronica Macpherson. He said that he never met Macro as a minister, only as 
an MP. That is exactly the statement I opened my submission with on his answer to similar questions put in the 
Legislative Council. That was it: “I never met with them as minister, only as an MP.” That is it. 

The member for Pilbara talked a lot about the Kurra camp and what was at Kurra camp, but on his relationship 
with Veronica Macpherson and Macro Reality he said, mainly, that he prosecuted the case for the closure of 
Kurra on behalf of the council and small business in Newman—mainly. According to Veronica Macpherson, she 
successfully lobbied him and the National Party for the closure of Kurra camp. Was that the other part of the 
“mainly” that the member for Pilbara did not refer to? Mainly it was only for the council and for small business 
in Newman. If it was only mainly for them, who else was it for? Was it also for Macro Realty? He had an 
opportunity to tell us. 

He also said that he had never met Macro Realty in Newman. He probably did not he meet representatives of that 
organisation in Newman, but did he meet them in Port Hedland or in Perth. He has already indicated to the house 
that he met them three or four times. He did not have to tell us that he did not meet them in Newman and talk 
about the Kurra camp. He could have told us that he met them in Perth. Did he meet them in the dining room, 
like the Premier did, and talk about the Kurra camp? No, he never mentioned that at all. He was given an 
opportunity to do it. 
On the fourth point that goes to the motion before the house he said that he delivered the Pilbara Cities’ speech 
to every developer that came to the Pilbara; it was not just to Macro Realty. Did he go on buses with every 
developer that went to the Pilbara on investment tours and explain to them Pilbara Cities? Did he appear in 
corporate videos for other investor developers who came to the Pilbara as well, or was it just for Macro Realty 
Developments? I put it to the house that the member for Pilbara only appeared in corporate videos for 
Macro Realty Developments. I put it to the house that he went on and addressed only Macro Realty 
Developments’ investor bus tours in the Pilbara. He told the house that he does not worry about investors who 
have put their money into the Pilbara taking a hammering because of the normalisation of prices in the Pilbara. 
He should tell that to all the international and national investors who may have done $190 million worth of 
investment in the north west because of what is alleged to be a fraudulent Ponzi property scheme, of which there 
was a direct relationship in the connections between the member for Pilbara and that particular company. There 
was a direct connection in a corporate video, bus tours, meetings and phone calls. He stands in the house and 
says that he does not worry about those investors losing their dough. What it was all about was getting 
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taxpayers’ money and pumping it into the Pilbara to flood the market to bring property prices down. He said that 
he has been successful at doing that. He stood in here and gloated about that. 
What does that say to international property investors in Australia about the leader of a political party? It does 
not say a great deal. He is glad that they have lost their money. Is he serious? That is what the member has just 
told the house. He is glad they have lost their dough—they have done their shirt. The leader of a political party in 
this state is telling international investors they have done their money but at least we have lower property prices 
in the Pilbara for a bus driver. That is what the member for Pilbara said. I cannot believe it. 
Mr P.B. Watson: It’s called carpet bagging. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: It is. It is beyond belief that the Liberal Party sat here and said nothing after hearing that 
speech. We are not talking about someone who has lost $100 000 in a property investment that has gone wrong. 
We are talking about mum and dad investors both in Australia and overseas. Some of them are mum and dad 
investors from Singapore, Malaysia and India who invested in property in the north west in the belief that they 
would get a 16 per cent return on their investment and that those property prices were going to increase. They 
appeared to be assured of that investment by the spruiking of not only Veronica Macpherson, but also the local 
member of Parliament for the Pilbara. He talked in glowing terms, as he has done today, about the fantastic 
developments in the north west and how everything in the Pilbara is hunky-dory and that in the future it will all 
be great. As investors from overseas, who are clearly unaware of the situation over the last five to six years with 
property spikes and downturns in the north west, they have believed everything they have been told by 
Macro Realty Developments and by the member for Pilbara. It now looks as though they have done their 
investment. It is not a couple of hundred thousand dollars for a person who may well have bought an apartment 
for $500 000 that is now worth only $250 000; it is $190 million worth of international and Liberal–National 
investment that could go down the gurgler. Instead of apologising for his relationship with the company and 
hoping that those investors get their money back, the member for Pilbara has taken the opposite approach: 
“So what; you’ve done your money but at least our house prices are back down to normal in the Pilbara.” Talk 
about sovereign risk; the member for Pilbara is a walking sovereign risk. BHP and Rio know that due to his 
proposal to claim more tax on iron ore production. 
Mr V.A. Catania: Do you support that? 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: What do we do with this guy? I am pointing out to the house that there is an international 
scandal as a result of property investors from South East Asia and Asia losing money and the member for 
North West Central makes comments like that. Honestly! This bloke is pathetic. He is so pathetic that he just 
does not get the fact that the leader of his political party is causing an international scandal concerning 
investments in his own seat. 
Ms M.J. Davies: One moment we’ve got no power and the next moment we’re causing an international scandal. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: Does the minister think that the fact that international investors may lose $190 million is not 
a scandal? 
Ms M.J. Davies: I am not accepting your premise. Carry on. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: Honestly! 
Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr I.M. Britza): Okay, members! 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: As you know, Mr Acting Speaker, I have been sticking completely to the matter before the 
house, unlike the people who are interjecting across the chamber. I point out to the member for North West 
Central that no power was lost. Under me, there was no blackout or power loss; go back and check. As the 
member will recall, a third less gas than is normally delivered was delivered to Perth. There was no blackout. He 
says, “Oh, that’s right, yes.” If the member is going to interject, I ask him to get his facts right first. 

I come back to the matter at hand, which is the member for Pilbara’s relationship with Macro Realty Developments. 
This is a scandal for not only the National Party and the member for Pilbara, but also the whole issue — 

Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Albany! 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The whole issue is an embarrassment for Western Australia because of the amount of money 
that will be lost by not only domestic investors, but also international investors—the majority of investors who 
came to Western Australia wide-eyed in the belief that not only was their investment secure, but also they would 
get a return of 16 per cent on it. It is all well and good to say caveat emptor; people should go into these 
investment schemes with their eyes wide open when they know the market they are investing in. When 
a property market is spruiked to overseas investors who are encouraged to come to Western Australia and are 
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shown all the big toys and big things in the north west, and the member for Pilbara in the north west gets on 
board their bus and tells them all the great things happening in the north west, it is not surprising that they think 
their investment is secure. They would not be aware that the person taking their money is allegedly running 
a Ponzi scheme. They could be aware of the significant downturn in the property market if they had been told. 
The member for Pilbara said in this house that every single investor who came on that tour was told that by him. 
I do not believe he told them that. I do not believe he went on to say, “Look at all the great things happening in 
the Pilbara, but, by the way, housing prices have collapsed by 60 per cent.” I do not think that is what he said. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members, the conversations are really getting quite loud. We have got only a couple 
of minutes. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: What sort of sales technique is it for security of investment in the Pilbara when people get 
on a bus and are told, “We have a great future in the Pilbara; it’s fantastic; it’s all brilliant. We’ve got all this 
government money there. By the way, you know that 190 million bucks that you’ve invested, house prices across 
all the Pilbara cities have collapsed by 60 per cent”? Did the minister tell them that? I do not think so. The 
member had an opportunity here today to tell the house exactly what he told them and what he discussed with 
Veronica Macpherson in all the meetings that he had. That is the point of the question before this house. What 
did he discuss with her about not only Kurra camp, the Newman village and long-term investment in the Pilbara, 
but also the actual value of the properties in the Newman village itself? 

This issue goes to three points: firstly, the claims by Macro Realty Developments and Veronica Macpherson and 
how the National Party and the government helped secure, in her view, the property investments in Newman 
village through the closure of Kurra camp. The National Party said that it was not calling for the closure. 
Regardless of that, that is what has been claimed. The member for Pilbara had an opportunity to explain the 
meetings that he had with Macro Realty. The second point I talked about was the overpricing of property. At the 
same time as Macro Realty was passing on properties at $425 000 to $450 000 in Newman village, the actual 
prices were collapsing to below that. At that very time, the member for Pilbara did a corporate video and was 
talking to people about the investment tours. He had an opportunity today to tell the house whether he told them 
about the collapse of those property prices. The third point I referred to was the link between the visas and the 
opportunity to stay in Western Australia and the investments themselves. There is no doubt that the member for 
Pilbara advised Veronica Macpherson to talk to the council, which had been working on that type of program for 
a long time. She said it and he said it in this house. I say that the sort of thing that the Australian Border Force 
should be investigating is the promotion by Macro Realty Developments linking Veronica Macpherson’s 
property investments to long-term or full-term stay visas in Australia, and the role of the member for Pilbara. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm 
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